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INTRODUCTION 

The impact of two bodies and the phenomenon of the penetration of 
one by the other has been studied by physicists and engineers for many 
years.   However, the development of a comprehensive theory explaining 
the phenomenon has been hampered by the variety of parameters found in 
both the penetrator and the target, and by the difficulty in quantifying and 
analyzing the mechanical processes involved in the penetration event. 

The purpose of this report is not to propose a comprehensive theory, 
but to record the results of an experimental approach to one area of the 
problem:    the analysis of the forces acting on the penetrator during its 
travel through the target.   It is hoped that the results of the experiment, 
and the photographic technique employed, will be useful in the continuing 
development of the theory of penetration. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Of the various parameters (Table 1) that affect penetration behavior, 
those connected with variation in velocity produce the most fundamental 
changes in the types of penetration that occur (Ref 1) .   In the order of in- 
creasing velocity, the types of impact may be classified as elastic, plas- 
tic, and hydrodynamic. 

Elastic Impact 

At low velocities (the limiting velocity is dependent on the 
shape of the penetrator and the density of both penetrator and target), 
the impact is fully elastic, and stresses in both the target and penetrator 
do not exceed the elastic limit.   Only a small part of the kinetic energy of 
the penetrator is converted into elastic waves in the target;  the majority 
is converted to elastic strain. After the projectile stops moving, the target 
deformation is reversed and the stored strain energy is returned to the 
projectile as rebound kinetic energy. 

Plastic Impact 

As the velocity of impact increases, reaching a critical level for 
a particular set of geometric and material conditions, permanent deforma- 
tions of the target and/or penetrator occur.   The stress level exceeds the 
yield point, first locally, at the point of impact, and then, as the velocity 
is further increased, in a larger and larger volume of the material.   The 
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Table 1 

Primary penetration input parameters 

Penetrator Material  properties 

Density (specific weight; 
Hardness 
Strength 

Shear yield °s 
Tensile yield °t 
Compressive yield Oc 

Moduli 
Elastic 

Gp 

VP 

Shear 
Bulk 

Poisson's ratio 
Isotropy or anisotropy 

Geometry 

Shape of initially impacting surface 
(nose shape) 

Volume (mass) 

Impact velocity V| 

Target Material properties 

Density (specific weight) p_ 
Hardness 
Strength 

As above Js,t,c 
Moduli 

As above 
Poisson's ratio 
Isotropy 

Geometry 

E-r.c-rXr 
VT 

Obliquity (angle with respect to impacting 
penetrator trajectory.   Normal impact = 0) 

Thickness 
External dimension 



impact velocity at which initial plastic deformation occurs is determined 
by the shape of the penetrator.   Certain shapes (such as cones with small 
vertex angles) cause stress concentrations at lower velocities than do blunt 
cylinders or spheres.   At velocities considerably above the critical velocity 
for plastic yielding, more and more of the kinetic energy of the penetrator 
is converted into plastic working of the target, and the work expended on 
the elastic deformations forms a smaller proportion of the total effect on 
the target. 

Hydrodynamic Impact 

As the impact velocity increases to a level where the stresses 
caused by impact become significantly greater than the yield stress, the 
hydrodynamic regime of penetration comes into play.   At this stress level, 
the material of the projectile or target (or both) appears to act as a fluid 
and the densities of the materials govern the mechanics of the impact.   The 
penetration of explosively formed metallic jets into metallic media exempli- 
fies this regime.   The theories developed by Birkhoff, et al  (Ref 2) and 
Täte (Ref 3 and 4) , are based on a Bernoulli equation which balances pres- 
sures on both sides of the moving interface between penetrator and target. 
In the target, the lower limit of the impact velocity for this regime depends 
on how rapidly the yield strength of the material is reached during pene- 
tration.   The yield strength concerned is the dynamic one, which can vary 
from the static loading condition.   As a result, when the yield strength of a 
material increases with increasing rate-of-strain, the onset of the hydrody- 
namic regime is delayed until higher stress levels are reached. 

Penetrators with kinetic energy imparted by the rapid conversion of 
chemical energy from propellants or stored energy from compressed or 
elastically distorted materials have long been used to defeat armor.   Until 
the advent of the practical lined explosive charge, the velocity of impact 
of penetrators always fell within the plastic regime.   Lined explosive charges 
have raised the impact velocity to the hydrodynamic regime and occasionally 
to sonic velocities.   The plastic regime of impact and penetration is still of 
great interest, however, and is the subject regime for the experiment de- 
scribed in this paper. 



Most research in this area has been concentrated on penetration that 
results in perforation of the target.   There are ample reasons for this 
since, from an engineering point of view, perforation of the target and 
exit of the penetrator (intact or otherwise) constitutes defeat of the tar- 
get.   From a more basic point of view, however, the exiting penetrator 
provides one of the few sources of data from which the dynamics of the 
penetration process can be inferred.   Balancing the momentum or the 
energy of the incoming penetrator with its existing momentum or energy 
has been the basis of most of the theories of penetration. 

Momentum balance was discussed by Zaid and Paul  (Ref 5 and 6) for 
the perforation of thin plates.   Detailed assumptions on the deformed con- 
figuration of the perforated plates were made, particularly regarding the 
shape and extent of exit petal ling .   From these assumptions, the velocity 
drop of the exiting penetrator was predicted for thin plates.   Correlation 
between theory and experiment was good for thin plates, but decreased 
as the   plate thickness increased. 

For target plates of moderate thickness (approximately the diameter 
of the penetrator) impacted by blunt penetrators, shearing of a plug is 
found experimentally to be a primary failure mode of the target.   Recht 
and Ipson (Ref 7) developed predictive equations for plugging failure 
based on energy considerations which accounted for the deceleration of 
the   penetrator and acceleration of the sheared plug.   Predictions made 
were for a combined penetrator and plug velocity on exit.   Correlation was 
good as long as plate thickness was moderate. 

In thick targets, it is necessary to consider the piercing type of pene- 
tration as well as plugging.   In the case of piercing, target material moves 
radially from the path of the penetrator and a large zone of plastically de- 
formed material exists around the trajectory of the penetrator.   The energy 
necessary to deform the material in the plastic state was investigated by 
Bethe (Ref 8) and Taylor (Ref 9) .   More recently, Awerbuch (Ref 10), 
Goldsmith and Finnegan (Ref 11), and Awerbuch and Bodner (Ref 12 and 
13) have reported on both theory and experiments attempting to quantify 
the forces acting on the penetrator of thick plates during the stages of 
piercing and plugging.   Again, measurement of residual velocity was the 
chief source of data from which the resistance forces could be verified. 
The theory developed by Awerbuch and Bodner (Ref 12) accounts for 
inertial, compressive, and shear-resistance forces allocated to different 
parts of the penetration trajectory.   Predictions were made of residual 



velocities, trajectory times and force-time histories.   The results of the 
experiments conducted (Ref 13) were found to be in good agreement with 
the analysis (Ref 12) . 

The details of the penetration process within the target are often 
elusive.   The choice of opaque metallic targets has precluded the use of 
high speed photographic techniques to record the trajectory of the pro- 
jectile during penetration.   Even the impact phenomenon,  in the few 
microseconds during which the penetrator enters the target, is difficult 
to capture photographically.   Pressures are frequently high enough during 
the initial stages of impact to cause localized vaporization of the target- 
penetrator interface; the resultant flash obscures the photographic record. 

Radiography can be used effectively to see through the impact flash 
and record early impact phenomena, but even the most powerful radio- 
graphic units cannot satisfactorily record the dynamics of the trajectory 
of a penetrator as it becomes embedded in a thick metallic target.   To mini- 
mize boundary effects, the target must be at least five times the diameter of 
the projectile.   The X-ray would have to penetrate both the projectile and 
the surrounding target material, a thickness beyond most equipment's 
capability.   In addition to this problem, the test set up would have to in- 
clude a series flash-radiographic unit focused on the penetrator's tra- 
jectory. 

In an experiment using an array of such units, it would be necessary 
to sequence the radiographic flashes at intervals of 25-50^ sec, and to 
place the units and film cassettes so there would be no interference be- 
tween individual cassettes.   If the cassettes were in the path of incoming 
radiation, each individual film would record the flashes of neighboring 
X-ray units resulting in "over-writing." 

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

Selection of Target Material 

Because of the difficulty of using radiographic techniques with 
metallic targets, an experiment was devised to photograph the trajectories 
of rigid penetrators as they moved through transparent targets.   The 
selection of an appropriate target material required an experimental pro- 
gram in itself.   The material had to be of good optical quality, and reason- 
ably similar to metals in its reaction to penetration;  that is, it had to be 
tough enough to withstand impact without fracturing.     Experiments with 



Table 2 

Parameters and test results for Type 2 penetrators 

Shot No. 

312181 

312182 

403141 

403142 

403152 

403153 

Weight 

_übi 

0.089 

0.089 

0.089 

0.089 

Impact velocity    Camera framing 
(in/sec) rate (frames/sec) 

18804 

22600 

0.089 30189 

18396 

0.089 28872 

22248 

24300 

24300 

25300 

25200 

25600 

25400 

Descriptive results 

Penetrated but swerved.   Came 
to rest at x = 4.21 in. 

Penetrated target completely. 
No swerve. 

Penetrated target completely. 
No swerve. 

Penetrated and came to rest at 
x = 4.46 in.   No swerve. 

Penetrated completely.   No 
swerve. 

Penetrated completely.   No 
swerve. 



glass, epoxies, and acrylics were unsuccessful.   Each was too brittle to 
accept even low velocity penetrators such as cal .50 bullets, 0.5 inch 
diameter, traveling at 500 to 1000 fps.   Cracks propagated through the 
material faster than the penetrator, destroying the optical properties of 
the material, and blanking out the film record. 

A polycarbonate plastic known commercially as Lexan 101*, which 
had reasonably good optical properties, did not shatter on impact, and 
reacted in many respects like metal, was selected as the target material. 

Experimental Setup and Procedure 

Following the selection of the target material, the experiment was 
set up as shown schematically in Figure 1 and in a photograph of the site 
(Fig 2) .   A Mann gun using conventional ball propellant and a mechanical 
firing system was situated with its muzzle approximately four feet from 
the face of the target block.   Manufactured from extruded polycarbonate 
rod, the target block (Fig 3) was held in a clamping fixture (Fig 4) 
bolted to the test stand.   The penetrators (Fig 5) were made from hard- 
ened steel rod.   Of the four types of penetrators shown in Figure 5# only 
the blunt- and conical-nosed (Types 1 and 2) were actually used in the 
experiment;  the other types were designed for future testing. 

Impact velocity was obtained by two break-circuit screens and a 
digital counter-chronograph.   Photographic records of each shot were 
obtained with a high-speed, rotating-drum framing camera with the capa- 
bility of taking 26,000 pictures per second.   The camera shutter was opened 
manually immediately before the shot was fired.   The actual penetration 
was illuminated from the rear of the target by a xenon flash lamp (Fig 4) 
triggered by the penetrator's breaking an electrical circuit on its approach 
to the target.   A capacitor bank charged to 2.5 kv provided the energy to 
fire the lamp which provided a fairly sharp illumination peak that lasted 
for about 2.5 milliseconds with a brilliance equivalent to 28 flashbulbs (Fig 
6). 

The projectile, while fired from a rifled gun, was not spin stabilized. 
It was felt that rotation of the penetrator in the target would complicate the 
analysis of the penetration.   However, without rotation, the projectiles used 
in the experiment would not be aerodynamically stable, and would begin to 
tumble over a long period of free flight.   To offset this problem, the muzzle 
of the gun was placed as close as practicable to the target. 

*A product of the General Electric Co. 
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little yaw was detected In most of the shots fired.   Obturation of the pro- 
pellant gases in the gun was accomplished by attaching a small plastic 
cup to the rear of each projectile. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Typical film records of individual firings are shown in Figures 7 and 
8.   The rotation of the camera drum is monitored by a digital counter and 
the angular speed of the drum is linearly related to the framing rate.   The 
time from frame to frame is the reciprocal of the framing rate.   A drum 
speed of 1, 538 rev/sec representing 24, 500 frames/sec with a time be- 
tween frames of 40.8 ^sec was used for the sequence of shots shown in 
Figure 8.   The films were read by scaling the block dimensions and 
measuring the frame-to-frame motion of the penetrator tip.   From these 
readings the instantaneous velocity and deceleration were numerically 
analyzed. 

This report covers data reduction on the trajectories of six Type 2 
penetrators, identified as 312181, 312182 (initially designated 12-18-1 
and 12-18-2, respectively) and 403141, 403142, 403152, and 403153.   The 
details of these experiments are shown in Table 2.   Data on the penetration 
of Type 1 shot has not been tabulated;  however, some aspects of the Type 1 
firings are included in this report below. 

For each shot, the tip motion was measured from the film sequence on 
a film reading machine with an attached digital counter.   Each frame is 
16 mm wide and the target length seen in the frame is six inches.   The 
scale in film reader units (fru) varies, depending on camera position, 
from 500 to 700 fru per inch.   Three readings of each frame's penetrator 
tip position were taken and averaged.   These data were used to compute 
a fifth degree polynomial fit, x = x (t), by least squares techniques, with 
the coefficient of the linear term constrained to be the known impact veloc- 
ity.   Numerical differentiation was computed for velocity and force. 

From this experimental program, certain interesting general results 
have been found: 

1.   Superficially, the polycarbonate plastic acts like metal in 
the ductile way it accepts the impact and penetration of the steel projectile. 
Front petals characteristic of ductile penetration in metals appear on the 
initial impact surface and, in the case of a perforation, ductile petalling 
is seen on the rear surface (Fig 9) .   As the shot penetrates the target, 
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only minor cracking precedes the penetrator.   The material forward of the 
tip, particularly in the case of conical-nosed projectiles, does not seem 
to be disturbed. 

2. A zone of highly disturbed material exists in the track of 
the penetrator.   The hole that the penetrator makes becomes smaller than 
the penetrator immediately after the penetrator has passed.   This is evident 
in Figure 8, frames 7 through 14.   The material immediately adjacent to the 
trajectory hole is highly crazed and appears to be the result of the plastic's 
melting and recrystalizing (Fig 10).   The crazed zone and the hole itself 
are opaque. 

3. An interesting region surrounding the crazed material is 
shown in Figures 9 and 10.   In Figure 9, a transparent volume of material 
(about 2.5 penetrator diameters) surrounds the hole made by the penetra- 
tor.   In Figure 10, the transparent region is in two parts.   A curved sur- 
face extends from the projectile tip to about two penetrator diameters beyond 
the rear of the penetrator.   The diameter of the surface is about three times 
the diameter of the penetrator.   It shrinks, subsequently, to about three 
times the residual hole diameter, and maintains that diameter almost to the 
point of entrance.   Most interesting is the distinctive boundary between 
the two transparent portions of the target material.   It is speculated that 
the material inside the boundary has been worked plastically, since the 
boundary surface is the elastic-plastic interface.   An experiment was con- 
ducted to determine if the change in refraction that made the surface visi- 
ble were due to internal stress alone or to stress heating from the plastic 
work's changing the optical properties of the material.   The surface is 
only slightly visible in frames 7 through 22 (Fig 8), but can be seen ad- 
vancing from frame to frame with the moving penetrator.   The experiment 
was conducted with a tensile testing machine in which a Type 2 projectile 
was slowly pushed into a block of polycarbonate.   It was observed that a 
similar surface was generated in the polycarbonate at a movement rate of 
0.1 in./min.   However, the diameter of the surface increased to the di- 
ameter of the block (more than 6 penetrator diameters) .   Since only neg- 
ligible heating of the block occurred in the test, it appeared that the 
surface was caused by stressing alone.   It was also observed that as the 
impact velocity of the shot increased in the firing tests, the interface 
surface diameter decreased, suggesting that the effect is due to the visco- 
elastic and viscoplastic properties of the polycarbonate. 



ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

The behavior of the penetrator during its passage through the target 
is governed by a force system that is extremely complex.   In an attempt to 
model the force and velocity history of the trajectory and to correlate the 
experimental data already obtained in the penetration of polycarbonate 
targets, an analysis was made of the specific conditions existing during 
the experimental firing of Type 2  penetrators. 

In the initial model, both plastic and elastic wave particle motions were 
neglected.   The only forces considered to be acting on the penetrator were 
those derived from the inertial forces of the target material displaced by 
the penetrator and by the compression of the target material as the pene- 
trator moved through it.   Because of the large ratio of the density of the 
penetrator material to the density of the target material, 6.6, the mass the 
target compressed by the penetrator and moving with it has been neglected 
as mass added to the penetrator.   Awerbuch and Bodner (Ref 12) include 
this added mass of target material as part of the penetrator.   However, the 
targets they considered were steel, with the same density as the penetrator. 

The initial analysis considers the forces acting on the conical-tipped 
Type 2 penetrator, since the best sets of experimental data obtained thus far 
are for this penetrator.   The penetration trajectory has been divided into 
five regimes with penetration, x, defined as the tip location measured from 
the face of the target: 

1. In regime 1, the penetrator tip enters the target and proceeds 
to x = a, the length of the conical nose. 

2. In regime 2, the cylindrical part of the penetrator enters 
the target and proceeds to x = b, the total length of the penetrator. 

3. In regime 3, the full penetrator is immersed in the target 
and proceeds to x = i, the total length of the target. 

4. In regime 4, the penetrator tip emerges from the rear face 
of the target and proceeds to x = £ + a, the full tip of the penetrator emerged. 

5. In regime 5, the cylindrical part of the penetrator emerges 
from the target and proceeds until the full penetrator emerges at x = Jl + b. 

10 



The forces on the penetrator imposed by movement through the target 
are assumed to be only inertial, compressive, and frictional.   The force 
fields are shown in Sketch 1. 

Regime 1   0 < x < a 

Sketch 1 

where 

and 

d2x 
m    2     = -T cosa - N sina 

T = n N 

1   pT N4f   AnVn 

(1) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

*P. 
r    

KT  tana     .   2    i   2  ,dx.2 = l-z sin2 a]xz  {—)    . 
2g    cosa dt 

Substituting Equation 2 into Equation 1 gives 

m 5F="A'(df )■-■».=* M 

where 
*PT 

A, =—r—   tana sin2a(tana + n) 
2g 

Bt - 7iac tana (tana + n)  . 

(3) 

(4a) 

(4b) 
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Integration of Equation 3 with the initial conditions 

x(0) =0 

x(0) = V- = initial impact velocity 

gives 

Vx(x) = [(V2+-^-) exp (-KlX
3) -|L ]* (5) 

where 

1      3m 

Summing the forces in the x direction gives 

Ft(x) =- (A^J +Bx)x
2 (6) 

In this development and in the regimes that follow: 

1. n is the dynamic friction coefficient between the polycar- 
bonate target and the steel penetrator.   An estimate of n from internal 
reports gathered at Picatinny Arsenal is 0.3 to 0.4, but these data are 
open to question.   Computation of trajectories, however, with the friction 
coefficient parametrized shows that reasonable fits to the reduced photo- 
graphic data occur when the friction coefficient is taken as 0.25.   This 
agrees with the known reduction of friction coefficient with the dynamic 
behavior of materials and may also reflect fluidization of the polycarbon- 
ate due to localized melting. 

2. p    is the target material density. 

3. An is the lateral area of the nose of the penetrator sub- 
jected to the forces N and T. 

surface An. 
4.   Vn is the normal velocity of the target material along the 
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defined in Sketch 1. 

5.   a, b, r  , a, i are penetrator and target geometry parameters 

6.   oc is the compressive yield strength of the polycarbonate 
target material.   The tensile yield strength of polycarbonate at low rates 
of loading is given in the literature as 8,000 to 9,000 psi and the compres- 
sive yield strength as 11,000 to 12,000 psi (Ref 11) .   The effects of rate of 
strain on these values are not well known but are considered to be small 
(Ref 1 5) .   Computation in this report was undertaken with values of oQ 

= 11,000 psi. 

Regime 2   a < x   < b 

-     i       • 

4—I  b   »~ 
•— a —. 

r   E>- 
m    x        • 

Sketch 2 

At the beginning of Regime 2, the retardation force is only on the 

nose. 

F, (a) = A2V
2 +C2 (7) 

where 
up 

A* =—r—   sin2 a tan2 a (tana + n)a2 

2g 

C2 = noc tana (tana + n)a2 

and 
H-B,. 

V2 = (V2+^1)exp(-K1a
3) - r^ 

a i    Aj Ai 
(8) 
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As x increases from a to b, an additional retardation force caused by 
friction along the cylindrical body is added to the nose retardation. This 
force is proportional to the penetration and is a result of the compression 
acting radially on the cylindrical body. 

F2
b°dy(x) =Bt(x-a) (9) 

where 
B2 = 27rna^.r 

Co 

Integration of the differential equation for Regime 2 

m «jjr= -A, (^2 - B2 (x - a) - C2   =F2 (x) (10) 

with the initial conditions 

x(a) = a 

x(a) = Va = velocity at a 

gives 

V,(x)MtV»a-g+^)exP[-Kt(x-.)]-P1(x-a)+^-^ 

where 
P   -2B* 

2     mK2 

K2=^ 1       m 

and 

F2 (x) = A2V* (x) + B2 (x - a) + C2 (12) 
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Regime 3   b < x<: i 

u 

Sketch 3 

When the penetrator has fully entered the target, Regime 3 begins. 
The velocity at the beginning of the regime is V^, while V£ is the velocity 
at the end of the regime when the tip location is x = £.   Early in the exper- 
imental program,  it appeared from photographic evidence of Shot 312182 
that the velocity of the penetrator increased slightly on emergence.   It 
was initially conjectured that elastic energy in the target caused a force 
on the rear of the penetrator.   As a first approximation, it was assumed 
that this force was ocAr where oc was the appropriate compressive yield 
strength of the target material and Ar was an area on the penetrator base 
acted on by this pressure.   Calculations which include this force show an 
increase in the velocity of the penetrator upon emergence from the target; 
however, physical inconsistencies arise when the behavior of the target- 
penetrator interface is examined closely (see Sketch 4) . 

Since the projectile base is square, the motion of the compressed 
target material flowing around the square corner of the base would have 
to be physically discontinuous in order to provide material that could 
press on the base surface of the penetrator. 

15 



,—-probable behavior of target material 

t compressed target material 

II  1  J 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 

*- V 

discontinuous behavior of target material 

Sketch H 

Other sources of a force that could produce an increase In velocity 
upon emergence were not examined.   Since subsequent shots did not show 
evidence of such a velocity increase, the computations appearing in this 
report (Fig 11 through 16) omit the action of such a force on the rear of 
the penetrator. 

The force summary in Regime 3 is 

F, (x) = A2V3
2 (x) + P3 = -mV3 

dV^X) 

where 
P3 = B2 (b - a) + C2 

Integration of Equation 13 leads to 

V3(x) = [(V2
b-^)exp[-K2(x-b)]+j^-]* 

where 

Q>=-^p' 
and 

(13) 

(14) 

c,a Vb = {(V» - £+ ^)exp[-K2 (b-a)] - P2 (b-a) ♦ £ - ^-} 

16 



V3 (x) Is used for the determination of F3 (x) .   At x = b, V3 (b) = Vfe 

and at x = I, V3 U) = V   . 

On* Vo = [(V*  -=Mexp[-K1U-b)]+=1] 
b     K2 

Regime 4   I < x < I + a 

K2 
(15) 

Sketch 5 

In the fourth regime, the projectile tip emerges from the target and 
no resistance force acts on it.   In computing the forces it was considered 
first that the projectile was immersed fully in a target of length x, where 
I < x < l + a.   The resultant force, f[ (X) , would be of the same form as 
in the force in Regime 3, 

F4'(x) =A,Vj(x) +P3 (16) 

From this, a force, Fj[ (X) ,  is subtracted which is the force acting on the 
tip that enters the regime I < x < l + a.   The emerged tip may be thought 
of as entering a region similar to Regime 1 with an initial velocity, however, 
of V£ which is the velocity attained by the penetrator at the end of Regime 3. 

__ 2 

where 

F|[(X) = (A^W +BJIX-«1 

?! = (V^ + I^expt-K^x-*)3]-^. 

(17) 

(18) 
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F4 (x) would then be 

F4(x) = F4'(x) -FJ'(X) (19) 

or 

-mV4(x) d-^ii = A2 [(V2
b-3l)exp[-K2(x-b)] + (20) 

^Pa^AiKV^^+l^iexpI-K^x-Ä)3] -   |^ +B1}(x-t),i 

From the solution of the differential equation for Regime 4, 

V4 (x) = {V2
4 + 2±   [exp(-K,(x-b)) +D4] + |SL     [exp(-K, (x-4)3)-1 ] + 

-^(x-l)}* (21) m 

Grouping Equation 20 gives 

F4(x) = A4exp[-K2(x-b)] + B4 (x-l) 'expl-l^ (x-*)3 ] + C4 (22) 

where, for Equations 21 and 22 

A2Qa A4 = A2V
2  - )1u1 
b        K 2 

B4 =-(A1V
2

it + B1) 

C4 = ^+B2(b-a) + C2 
K2 

D4 = -exp[-K2U-b)]. 

18 



Regime 5    £+a<x<Ä,+b 

Sketch 6 

In this regime, the projectile tip has emerged fully.   The forces act 
only on the cylindrical shaded area of the projectile (Sketch 6) . The length 
of this cylinder on which the forces act is I - (x-b) 

F5 (x) = 27rnr0ocU + b - x) 

or 

where 

w   /   x dV5 (x) 
-m V5(x)   —^ =A5x + Ba (23) 

A5 = -2ir nr0ac 

B5 = 27C nrQocU + b) . 

Solution of Equation 23 gives 

£+a     mm m m 
(24) 

where V        is the velocity at x = l+a, at the end of Regime 4. 
£+a 
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Va = {V* +  ^ [exp(-Kl(,+a-b)) +DJ 4 g^  texpt-K,.») - 1] 4 

2C^,i (25) 
"m    3)    • 

At the end of Regime 5, the velocity is 

v.^= K^-^t'+W* -2^U+b) +^(*+a)2 +^lt+aJ)4    (26) 
Jl+b Ä,+a     m m m m 

This analysis covers the entire trajectory of a conical-tipped penetra- 
tor through a polycarbonate target.   A series of computations for these 
five regimes was made to determine the adequacy of the mathematical 
model when compared with the observed data for a conical-tipped Type 2 
penetrator. 

Trajectory computations were made on the Picatinny Arsenal CDC 6500 
computer in which the relatively unknown quantities oQ and n were para- 
metrized.   The fifth-order polynomials fitted to the photographically 
observed x,t data were compared to the computed data.   Fitting polynomials 
to points of x, t data leads to difficulty in differentiation where oscillations 
in the initially fitted curves lead to larger oscillations in the first and 
second derivatives.   Examples of this are shown in Figures 11 through 16 
(the curves marked "1" are the differentiated data curves;  the "2" curves 
are derived from the theory) . 

To overcome the difficulties in curve fitting, an unsuccessful attempt 
was made to measure the velocity of the penetrating projectile in its tra- 
jectory through the plastic target.   A small doppler radar was used for 
several shots to develop a direct velocity readout.   The use of the radar 
was discontinued, however, when it was found that the readings during 
penetration were overwhelmed by noise due, probably, to stress wave 
fronts in the plastic that caused the reflections.   Because an independent 
velocity check for a point other than the impact point has not yet been 
devised, the velocity and force computations must be looked upon as only 
generally quantitative. 

The theoretical force-time curves using ac = 11,000 psi and n = 0.25 
generally follow the shape of the differentiated data curves except at the 
end points where the curve fitting is poorest.   The sharp changes of slope 

20 



In the theoretical force curves indicate the times at which the various 
regions of penetration begin. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental techniques described above hold promise as a . 
method of determining the forces of resistance produced in a target by 
a penetrator.   Polycarbonate, while considerably weaker than most metals, 
exhibits metal-like ductility under impact and penetration, permitting 
observation and analysis of the trajectory. 

The analysis of the trajectory gives a reasonable prediction to the 
observed data, at least as far as x,t and v,t are concerned.   Since the 
force is obtained from the second derivative, these curves are less re- 
liable.   However, the predicted curves do match the general shape of 
most derived data curves. 
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Fig 4  Clamping fixture and Xenon flash lamp showing parabolic reflector 
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Fig 5   Penetrator designs, Types 1-4 
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Fig 6   Oscilloscope record of Xenon flash-lamp output. 
Each abscissa square is 500 |isec and each ordinate square 

is equivalent to the light intensity of seven flashbulbs 
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Fig 7   Shot  312111.    Sequence of high speed frames of blunt-nosed, Type 1 

penetrator trajectory through polycarbonate.   Previous penetration seen 
at top of each frame 
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Fig 8   Shot 312182.    Sequence of high speed frames of conical-nosed, Type 2 
penetrator trajectory through polycarbonate 
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Fig 10  Shot 312181,   Type 2 penetrator 
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Fig 11b  Velocity of Type 2,Shot 312181 
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